Answer Key

Episode 108 – Home Turf

1. southeast Nebraska (town name not given)
2. 500
   sod farm (turf grass farm)
   thousands
   multi-
3. sections
   128
   homes
   golf courses
4. California
   Nebraska
   California
   installation
5. 60,000
   greenhouse space
   grasses
   flats
   grass plugs
   pulled
   packed
   shipped
6. Legacy Buffalo grass
   It is short growing and drought tolerant.
   75
   40
7. Water
   Sod can absorb and hold ten times the water of seeded grass.
8. 16,000
9. It is a mixture of Bluegrass and Ryegrass
10. fertilize it lightly and often throughout the growing season
11. It absorbs dust and pollen, cools the atmosphere and generates oxygen.